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Abstract.—Recent studies have shown that addition or deletion of taxa from a data matrix can change the estimate of phylogeny. I used 29 data sets from the literature to examine the effect of taxon sampling on phylogeny estimation within data sets. I then used multiple regression to assess the effect of number of taxa, number of characters, homoplasy, strength of support, and tree symmetry on the sensitivity of data sets to taxonomic sampling. Sensitivity to sampling was measured by mapping characters from a matrix of culled taxa onto optimal trees for that reduced matrix and onto the pruned optimal tree for the entire matrix, then comparing the length of the reduced tree to the length of the pruned complete tree. Within-data-set patterns can be described by a second-order equation relating fraction of taxa sampled to sensitivity to sampling. Multiple regression analyses found number of taxa to be a significant predictor of sensitivity to sampling; retention index, number of informative characters, total support index, and tree symmetry were nonsignificant predictors. I derived a predictive regression equation relating fraction of taxa sampled and number of taxa potentially sampled to sensitivity to taxonomic sampling and calculated values for this equation within the bounds of the variables examined. The length difference between the complete tree and a subsampled tree was generally small (average difference of 0–2.9 steps), indicating that subsampling taxa is probably not an important problem for most phylogenetic analyses using up to 20 taxa. [Multiple regression; modeling; phylogeny estimation; taxonomic sampling.]

It is now well established that the addition or deletion of taxa from a matrix can change the estimate of phylogenetic relationship for a subset of other taxa in that matrix (e.g., Doyle and Donoghue, 1987; Gauthier et al., 1988; Siddal, 1996). Various factors, such as extinction, unavailability of specimens, and the interests of the investigator, affect taxonomic sampling. These factors are not uncommon, and in fact very few studies sample all the species of a considered clade. Given that incomplete taxonomic sampling is the norm, that sampling can affect results, and that some authors have suggested the importance of greater sampling to improve phylogenetic accuracy (De Pinna, 1992; Wheeler, 1992; Lecointre et al., 1993; Hillis, 1996; but see Kim, 1996), it is surprising that relatively few studies have examined this issue systematically. The relationship of taxonomic sampling to accuracy remains unclear (contrast Kim, 1996, with Wheeler, 1992, and Hillis, 1996), especially with larger numbers of taxa (Hendy and Penny, 1989), and the factors that influence degree of sensitivity to taxonomic sampling have not been determined.

The effects of taxonomic sampling on phylogenetic inference most often have been assessed in the context of fossil taxa (see Donoghue et al., 1989; Huelsenbeck, 1991; Wheeler, 1992; Wiens and Reeder, 1995). Recent investigators have recognized that the fossil taxa problem is a subset of the general problem of taxonomic sampling in phylogenetic inference (de Pinna, 1992; Wheeler, 1992; Lecointre et al., 1993). The question of optimal taxonomic sampling in turn can be thought of as part of the more general issue of what combinations of number of taxa, number of characters, completeness, homoplasy, branch lengths, etc., are optimal for accurate estimation of phylogeny, and how relaxation of the optimality of any of these factors affects the estimate (as addressed in simulation studies; see Huelsenbeck, 1995).

Simulations, known phylogenies, statistical methods, and congruence studies, are
complementary means by which to examine phylogenetic accuracy (Hillis, 1995). The effects of taxon sampling have been examined with simulations (Wheeler, 1992), a known phylogeny (Wiens and Reeder, 1995; Poe, in press), and data sets from the literature (Lecointre et al., 1993; Wiens and Reeder, 1995). Still, the great range of parameters to be altered (number of taxa, homoplasy, tree shape, branch lengths, etc.) and the diversity of questions to be asked (accuracy, consistency, sensitivity, etc.) leave the study of taxon sampling in phylogenetic inference in its infancy.

In this paper, I use data sets from the literature to address issues of sensitivity to taxonomic sampling. I ask: What is the magnitude of the effect of adding or deleting taxa and which factors influence this effect?

Sensitivity to Taxonomic Sampling

The sensitivity of a data set to sampling is the degree to which adding or removing taxa changes the estimate of phylogeny. Degree of sensitivity may vary within a given data set. For example, removing one or two taxa may not have a major effect on phylogeny, whereas removing 80% of taxa in a clade might drastically change the phylogenetic estimate for the remaining taxa. Sensitivity can also vary between data sets. For example, a more strongly supported tree may be more resistant to the effects of taxonomic sampling than a weakly supported tree.

The first aim of this paper is to assess the patterns of sensitivity to taxonomic sampling within data sets. I address this issue by performing taxon removal experiments within data sets and comparing the resulting tree to a pruned tree obtained with the complete matrix. Second, I examine the factors that influence the overall sensitivity of a data set to taxonomic sampling. In particular: What effect do homoplasy, number of informative characters, number of taxa, tree symmetry, and strength of support for a tree have on sensitivity to taxonomic sampling? For example, one might expect that more homoplastic or weakly supported trees would be more sensitive to the effects of taxonomic sampling.

Materials and Methods

Twenty-nine data sets (Table 1) from a variety of sources and covering several types of organisms were found that satisfy the following criteria: (1) At least five taxa were analyzed, so that taxon removal is not trivial. (2) A fully resolved, single most parsimonious tree was produced. (3) Only species level or higher phylogenies were examined (e.g., no intraspecific mtDNA phylogenies). (4) All or all except one of the known extant members of the studied (ingroup) clade are included in the analysis. These requirements were enacted in an attempt to standardize comparisons between data sets.

Operational Definitions

In order to evaluate sensitivity to sampling, one needs an operational definition of sensitivity and a “baseline” tree with which to compare trees from reduced sampling. The most desirable baseline tree would be the true tree. However, because this is not known, I use the most-parsimonious tree from the complete matrix as the tree for comparison (suitably pruned for adequate comparison). Although not as informative as the true tree, this complete tree is a convenient point of comparison for trees resulting from reduced sampling and is probably the most desirable tree for many workers (e.g., Lecointre et al., 1993).

It must be noted that due to the existence of undiscovered species, ancestors, and countless incipient and failed lineages, the true “completeness” of a clade is probably unknowable and is perhaps even a meaningless concept. However, it is doubtful that the real-life number of species (or lineages or populations) in a clade has any effect on the conclusions of this paper, which are based on knowable factors such as the number of possible trees (discussed later).

Operationally, I consider sensitivity to sampling to be the length difference between (a) the most parsimonious trees from a subsampled matrix (one in which
Table 1. Statistics and results for the data sets analyzed in this study. RI = retention index (Farris, 1989); Total support index = Bremer's (1994) measure of total clade support; Tree symmetry = Colless's (1982) l. s = number of steps difference between a tree from reduced sampling and the pruned complete tree, averaged for all trials and all numbers of taxa removed; b = regression parameter for the parabola that describes the relationship of fraction of taxa sampled t to s; \( R^2 \) = Coefficient of determination for the relationship of t to s, describing the degree of fit for the second-order regression model. s and b are measures of composite sensitivity of a data set to taxonomic sampling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Organism</th>
<th>Number of taxa</th>
<th>Number of inf. characters</th>
<th>RI</th>
<th>Total support index</th>
<th>Tree symmetry</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>( R^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winterbottom (1990)</td>
<td>Bony fish</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiens and Titus (1991)</td>
<td>Amphibians</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayden et al. (1991)</td>
<td>Bony fish</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trueb and Cannatella (1986)</td>
<td>Amphibians</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sang et al. (1995)</td>
<td>Angiosperms</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatesy et al. (1993)</td>
<td>Crocodilians</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannatella et al. (unpubl.)</td>
<td>Amphibians</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillis and de Sá (1988)</td>
<td>Amphibians</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardner (1991)</td>
<td>Mammals</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stark (1993)</td>
<td>Dipterans</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sytsma and Gottlieb (1986)</td>
<td>Angiosperms</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arnold (1989)</td>
<td>Lizards</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cox and Urbatsch (1990)</td>
<td>Angiosperms</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranker (1990)</td>
<td>Angiosperms</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiens (1993)</td>
<td>Lizards</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norell and de Queiroz (1991)</td>
<td>Lizards</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schultz (1990)</td>
<td>Arachnids</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geraads (1992)</td>
<td>Mammals</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenberg (1996)</td>
<td>Gastropods</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vrba et al. (1994)</td>
<td>Mammals</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Futuyma and McCafferty (1990)</td>
<td>Coleopterans</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>7.28</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weller et al. (1995)</td>
<td>Angiosperms</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krajewski and Fetzner (1994)</td>
<td>Birds</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>15.90</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaffer et al. (1991)</td>
<td>Amphibians</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>6.94</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salles (1992)</td>
<td>Mammals</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild (1995)</td>
<td>Amphibians</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter (1990)</td>
<td>Bony fish</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iverson (1991)</td>
<td>Turtles</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrone (1994)</td>
<td>Coleopterans</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>12.23</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Although every effort was made to recreate results exactly, in some cases trees and tree statistics were different from those presented in the original papers. If reanalysis of published matrices yielded different results than those presented, the tree and tree statistics obtained from reanalysis were still used if the requirements outlined in the Methods section (e.g., a single optimal tree) were met.
one or more taxa has been culled from the matrix before analysis), and (b) the length of the subsampled matrix mapped on the most parsimonious tree from the complete matrix, pruned of taxa that were deleted from the matrix to obtain the reduced most parsimonious tree in (a). The procedure is as follows: First, a most parsimonious tree is obtained from the complete matrix including all taxa. Call this tree \( \text{mpt}_{\text{complete}} \). Next, taxa are culled from the complete matrix to get a reduced matrix, and these same taxa are pruned from \( \text{mpt}_{\text{complete}} \) to get \( \text{mpt}_{\text{pruned}} \). A most parsimonious tree is then obtained from this reduced matrix. Call this tree \( \text{mpt}_{\text{reduced}} \). The reduced matrix is then mapped onto the pruned and the reduced trees, and the sensitivity of a data set to sampling for a particular trial is the length of \( \text{mpt}_{\text{pruned}} \) minus the length of \( \text{mpt}_{\text{reduced}} \). I call this value \( s \) (for these individual trials, \( s \) for the average for a particular number of taxa in a particular data set, \( s \) for the average for a data set; see below). If \( \text{mpt}_{\text{pruned}} \) and \( \text{mpt}_{\text{reduced}} \) are the same, then \( s \) is zero and the data set can be said to be insensitive to that particular removal of taxa. If the lengths are different, then \( s \) is the additional number of steps to fit the reduced matrix to \( \text{mpt}_{\text{pruned}} \).

**Sensitivity Within Data Sets**

For a data set of \( n \) ingroup taxa, the procedure in Figure 1 was repeated to get \( s \), for 20 removals of random samples of \( n - 3 \) taxa, \( n - 4 \) taxa, \ldots, 1 taxon. Taxa were selected for removal using a random number generator written with Mathematica (Wolfram, 1991). Taxon removals that only allowed a single tree to be constructed with the unremoved taxa were ignored, and the outgroup was never removed. In cases where multiple outgroups were used in the original study, a composite outgroup was created by reconstructing ancestral states following Maddison et al. (1984), with topology determined by the states in the outgroup. This composite outgroup was used instead of pruning all but a single outgroup taxon in an attempt to recreate results from the original paper (e.g., using just one of several outgroups could change ingroup relationships and/or result in more than one most parsimonious trees). Thus, 20 \( s \) values were obtained for each removal of a particular number of taxa. I obtained an average for each of these sets of 20 values, and I call this average for a particular number of taxa removed \( s \). The number of ingroup taxa included was graphed versus \( s \) to look for patterns within and between data sets and potential models for regression. Using the average rather than the raw values for this purpose amounts to the assumption that the sample mean is equal to the population mean (\( = \) the mean sensitivity to sampling for all possible removals of \( n - k \) taxa). Although this assumption is probably not met exactly, this practice has a number of beneficial effects. First, using the averages allows a much better fit of the within-data-set model (a second-order relationship—discussed later) to the data. Second, the regression assumptions of normality and equality of errors are much better satisfied by using the averages (data not shown, available on request). The main drawback is that the error obtained from this model will be underestimated because variance about the mean is not taken into account. Although this practice precludes estimation of confidence intervals for resulting equations, I consider this a necessary trade-off.

**Sensitivity Between Data Sets**

In order to compare the relative sensitivity of data sets to taxonomic sampling, a measure of composite sensitivity for a data set is needed. One possible measure is simply the average \( s \) for a data set (\( s \)). I calculated \( s \) for each data set, and it is a useful heuristic tool for intuitively examining relative sensitivity. However, because the values of \( s \) follow a clear parabolic pattern (discussed later), a simple mean is
probably not the best descriptor of composite sensitivity. Furthermore, using $s$ does not allow for a predictive equation to take into account the effect of the fraction of ingroup sampled on $s_i$ for a particular case. These problems can be overcome by using the parameter(s) that describes the within-data-set patterns as a composite measure of sensitivity to sampling. The regression equation for within-data-set patterns of sensitivity can be described by a single variable regression parameter (discussed later). I used multiple regression to discern the behavior of this regression parameter relative to the following independent variables: (1) homoplasy, as measured by the ensemble retention index RI (Farris, 1989); (2) number of taxa; (3) number of informative characters; (4) strength of support for a tree, as measured by Bremer's (1994) total support index; and (5) tree symmetry, as measured by Colless's (1982) $I$. These variables were evaluated with both stepwise (forward and backward) and multiple regression (including all variables in the model). I then derived a regression equation to predict the sensitivity of a data set, given information on the significant variables.

Various transformations of the within-data-set descriptive parameter were tried to best satisfy the assumptions of multiple re-
ggression. Cook and Weisberg's (1983) diagnostic for nonconstant variance was applied to ensure that the assumption of constant variance was not significantly violated.

RESULTS

Sensitivity to Taxonomic Sampling Within Data Sets

Table 1 provides results and statistics for the 29 data sets. Small data sets are generally resistant to the effects of taxonomic sampling; seven data sets, all with nine or fewer taxa, had \( s = 0 \), indicating that the same tree was obtained no matter which taxa were sampled. For all data sets, the (pruned) complete tree is on average within 0.52 steps (range = 0–2.9) of the tree obtained from reduced sampling.

It became apparent in preliminary investigations that the relationship of percentage of taxa sampled to sensitivity to sampling could be described very neatly by a second-order equation in almost all cases where taxonomic sampling had an effect (mean \( R^2 = 0.82 \)). Table 1 lists the correlation coefficients \( (R^2) \), and Figure 2 shows graphical examples of this relationship. Assuming the second-order model, the equation

\[
s = at^2 + bt + c
\]

then describes the relationship of fraction of ingroup taxa sampled \( t \) to sensitivity to sampling (number of extra steps to the complete tree) \( s \), with unknown parameters \( a \), \( b \), and \( c \). Assuming that \( s = 0 \) when \( t = 1 \) (the complete tree is within 0 steps of itself) and that \( s = 0 \) when \( t = 0 \) (a tree
with no ingroup taxa is within 0 steps of the complete tree pruned of all ingroup taxa), \( c = 0 \) and \( a = -b \), and the equation reduces to one parameter. The variable \( s \) is also 0 when \( t = 1/T \) and when \( t = 2/T \), where \( T \) is the total number of taxa in the clade, so one could also force the parabola through zero at either of these points. However, to do so would greatly complicate the simple parabolic relationship (increasing the number of parameters to be estimated) without greatly improving the fit of the curve. Modeling by the equation that follows allows a simple and very precise (see \( R^2 \) values in Table 1) depiction of the \( t \) to \( s \) relationship.

From the preceding arguments, the equation reduces to

\[
s = bt(1 - t)
\]

Thus the sensitivity to taxonomic sampling of each data set can be summarized by a single parameter \( b \), which varies among data sets; that is, the size of the parabola varies depending on the data set. Values for \( b \) (under the assumptions just given) for each data set are listed in Table 1.

Factors Affecting Sensitivity to Taxonomic Sampling

The transformation \( \ln(b + 1) \) was found to reduce correlation of variance with the magnitude of the dependent variable (e.g., Weisberg, 1985). Under this transformation, none of the independent variables were found to significantly violate the assumption of equal variance according to the test of Cook and Weisberg (1983). Although this result does not necessarily mean that the assumption of equal variance is satisfied, it does suggest that this assumption was not grossly violated.

The results of multiple regression with dependent variable \( \ln(b + 1) \) (composite sensitivity to taxonomic sampling) and independent variables number of taxa, number of characters, RI, total support index, and tree symmetry are summarized in Table 2. Only number of taxa is a significant predictor of sensitivity to taxonomic sampling. Under stepwise regression (forward and backward, F to remove/include = 4), the final model included both number of taxa and RI. Figure 3 shows the relationship of number of taxa to \( \ln(b + 1) \).

### Predicting Sensitivity to Taxonomic Sampling

Given that sensitivity to taxonomic sampling is dependent on at least one of the variables studied here, a regression equation can be derived that predicts the sensitivity of a data set to taxonomic sampling. This equation is derived here for number of taxa in a clade \( T \) and fraction of taxa sampled \( t \). Homoplasy (RI) was included with number of taxa in the stepwise regression results, but it is not incorporated into this model because number of taxa is a much more significant predictor of sensitivity to taxonomic sampling than is RI (Table 2), and the model using number of taxa alone is almost as good a fit as the model using both RI and number of taxa (removing RI from the model only lowers \( R \) from 0.87 to 0.80). Given that fraction of taxa \( t \) is related to sensitivity \( s \) by

\[
s = bt(1 - t),
\]

and \( b \) can be described by a linear relationship with number of taxa \( T \) such that

\[
\ln(b + 1) = mT + k
\]

where \( m \) is the slope and \( k \) the intercept of the regression line in Figure 3, the relationship of \( T \) and \( t \) to \( s \) can be summarized by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Regression coefficient</th>
<th>t Value</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.4014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of taxa</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>-2.20</td>
<td>-1.70</td>
<td>0.1018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total support</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.7959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree symmetry</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.4065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of inf.</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.1247</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. Regression relating independent variable number of taxa in a clade ($T$) to composite sensitivity of a data set to sampling ($b$).

$$s = (e^{0.15T - 0.66} - 1)(t - t^2)$$

$$3/T \leq t \leq 1.0 \quad 5 \leq T \leq 20$$

To reiterate, $T$ is the number of taxa potentially sampled, $t$ is the fraction of $T$ actually sampled, 0.66 is the intercept derived from the regression analyses, and $s$ is the predicted number of extra steps for the hypothesized tree relative to the tree obtained following reduced sampling.

**Discussion**

**Factors Affecting Sensitivity to Taxonomic Sampling**

All data sets that were sensitive to the effects of taxonomic sampling showed a pattern that was well described by a second-order equation (Fig. 2), and the composite sensitivity of data sets appears to increase predictably with greater numbers of taxa (Fig. 3). Both the within-data-sets parabolic pattern and the between-data-sets increase of $s$ with more taxa are most easily explained as simple consequences of the number of trees compared to a single tree (the complete tree). The parabolic pattern can be explained as a consequence of few taxa having fewer solutions different from the complete tree (with four taxa there is a $1/3$ probability of matching the complete tree by chance; when $t$ is small, $s$ is near 0), with larger numbers of taxa having solutions similar to the tree for all the taxa (using more of the same taxa results in a similar tree; when $t$ is large, $s$ is near 0), and intermediate numbers of taxa having neither of these "advantages" (when $t$ is near 0.5, $s$ is maximized). The symmetry of this pattern remains unexplained, and may be a fortuitous consequence of the small numbers of taxa analyzed. The relationship of increasing total number of taxa $T$ to increasing $s$ can be explained by a similar argument. Clades with more taxa have more potential solutions and thus more solutions with increases in tree length ($s$ increases with $T$).

Only number of taxa was found to be a significant predictor of sensitivity to taxonomic sampling. Retention index, number of informative characters, tree symmetry, and, most surprisingly, total support index are not significant predictors. The nonsignificance of total support index and RI indicates that strongly supported or consistent trees are not guarantees that results will be stable to differing taxonomic coverages. Although nonsignificant in this study, retention index and number of informative characters are both nearly significant predictors. When a wider range of values is included, these variables could become significant. One might expect number of informative characters to be significant because the measure of sensitivity in this paper incorporates tree length, which obviously is a function of the number of characters. And experiments with the data from this paper suggest that both retention index and number of characters may eventually turn out to be significant: Analyzing the residuals from the $T$ versus $\ln(b + 1)$ relationship as the dependent variable in separate simple regressions with the independent variables RI and number of informative characters produces a significant slope in each case (data not shown), indicating a nonrandom relationship. These results and experiments removing correlated variables (see later discussion) coupled with the nonsignificance of these variables in the multiple regression may suggest that although there is an (apparently weak) relationship between RI
and sensitivity to sampling and between character numbers and sensitivity to sampling, these relationships are overwhelmed by the dominant effect of number of taxa.

The principal limitation to the generality of these multiple regression conclusions is the narrow range of variable values examined. Conclusions from a regression should not be extended beyond the bounds of the variables used, so the preceding generalities and the predictive equation are limited by the values of Table 1 for number of taxa (20 or less), number of informative characters (12–199), RI (0.47–0.93), total support index (0.10–0.82), and tree symmetry (0.11–1.0). This limitation is not serious for the more completely sampled ranges (total support index and tree symmetry), but it may be a problem for RI and number of characters (which, as discussed earlier, may affect results), and it is a serious limitation for number of taxa. The most profitable extension of this work would probably be the inclusion of more data sets with greater numbers of taxa. However, the requirements set out in the beginning of this paper become more difficult to satisfy with larger numbers of taxa. These requirements hinder the procurement of a wider range of values for the other variables as well. For example, the use of only data sets that produce single most parsimonious trees may (or may not) ensure a high and narrow range of values for the retention index. Simulations are likely the only means by which these studies can be greatly extended.

A further potential difficulty in interpreting the multiple regression results is multicollinearity, the interdependence of predictor variables in a multiple regression. Homoplasy has been suggested to be dependent on number of taxa (Sanderson and Donoghue, 1989), and some of the other variables are likely to be correlated as well. Among pairwise comparisons of the independent variables used here, total support and RI were most highly correlated in the overall correlation matrix (not shown), with a correlation coefficient of 0.76. No other coefficient was greater than 0.52 (except that between taxa and \( \ln(b + 1) \): 0.80), and number of taxa and RI had a coefficient of 0.42. Although none of these values reaches the rule-of-thumb problem threshold of 0.8 suggested by many authors (e.g., Licht, 1995), the RI/total support value of 0.76 does suggest the potential for problems (as well as for future research) with these two variables. One way to surmount multicollinearity problems is to remove one of the correlated variables (e.g., Dillon and Goldstein, 1984). Removing total support from the multiple regression analysis results in RI becoming a significant variable (\( t = -2.21; P = 0.04 \) in addition to number of taxa (\( t = 6.93; P < 0.0001 \)). Removing total support from the analysis results in number of informative characters becoming significant (\( t = 2.27; P = 0.03 \)) in addition to number of taxa (\( t = 6.24; P < 0.0001 \)). Although the significance values for these variables were increased slightly in this procedure, the model using only number of taxa is still preferred because adding either RI or number of characters to the predictive equation relating \( T \) and \( b \) does not greatly increase the fit of the data to the model (\( R \) goes from 0.80 to 0.87 when RI is added and from 0.80 to 0.85 when number of characters is added).

As a final caveat, the \( P \) values in Table 2 are statistically limited to the population of matrices from which the present sample of 29 matrices were drawn: that is, matrices that produce a single optimal tree and include all or all but one known members of the clade sampled. However, there is no a priori reason to expect that either of these factors specifically affects the relative importance of the independent variables, beyond the potential corollary effects discussed earlier (e.g., broader range of RIs).

Despite these limitations, the regression results should be applicable to a wide variety of situations. Simulations may identify conditions wherein the general conclusions of this paper do not hold (e.g., data sets with a total support index of 1.0 may be insensitive to sampling), but these conditions may not be achievable in real-life evolution (Huelsenbeck, 1995) or feasible with real-life funding (e.g., hundreds of
thousands of characters). This paper has demonstrated which factors are important in predicting sensitivity to taxonomic sampling under a diversity of real-life conditions.

**The Utility of** $s = (e^{0.15T-0.66} - 1)(t - t^2)$

Although this equation should be informative for examining the effects of taxonomic sampling, it is not very useful for rigorous hypothesis testing. Because the $s_i$ versus $t$ regression does not meet the assumptions necessary for realistic error calculation, the overall error for this equation cannot be calculated with accuracy. Without knowledge of the error involved, confidence intervals for hypothesis testing cannot be calculated. An example of a hypothesis test with this equation is as a "sampling correction" for results from studies using incomplete ingroup coverage. For example, if one is sampling 9 of 15 species in a clade ($T = 15$, $t = 9/15 = 0.6$), the complete tree will on average be within 0.9 steps of the tree obtained. One could then examine all trees within this extra length (e.g., with a strict consensus tree) to correct for reduced sampling. If the hypothesis under question (of monophyly, character correlation, etc.) still holds in trees $s$ steps longer than the most parsimonious trees, this result could be considered to be robust to taxonomic sampling. Tests such as this one may be possible when an equation has been derived from more extensive sampling of data sets in simulation. Table 3 lists values for the preceding equation within the limits examined in this study.

Perhaps the most useful way to think about the equation for $s$ is to consider $T$ to be the optimal number of taxa needed for accurate estimation of phylogeny (David Baum, pers. comm.). In this case, $T$ has nothing to do with the completeness of the clade but rather is concerned with the number of taxa one would sample under ideal conditions.

If one considers $T$ to represent the "complete" clade (in some sense) rather than the optimal clade, the accuracy of this equation relative to the true tree depends on the suitability of the complete tree as a baseline comparison for reduced trees (see Fig. 1). Next I consider three possibilities: (1) The best estimate of phylogeny is the complete tree, (2) a combination of trees from reduced sampling is the best estimate of phylogeny, and (3) a tree completely different from the complete tree and the subsampled trees is the best estimate of phylogeny.

If the complete tree is the best estimate of phylogeny, then the equation gives an unbiased sampling correction of the expected result if more taxa are included, relative to the best estimate of phylogeny. But although the complete tree is probably the most desirable tree for most workers (e.g., Baverstock and Moritz, 1996), it may be no more likely to be the true tree than trees from reduced sampling (Poe, in press).

If the true tree is more similar to trees from reduced sampling than to the complete tree, then the predictive equation will overestimate the number of steps $s$ to the true tree (while correctly estimating the number of steps $s$ to the complete tree), because the true tree will be "closer" (have lower $s$) to the trees from reduced sampling than will be the tree to which the reduced sampling trees are being compared. This scenario is in fact very likely in cases where the true tree is not the complete...
complete tree. In subsampling experiments with the known T7 phylogeny of Hillis et al. (1992), Poe (in press) found that when the complete tree (the tree with all taxa) is not the true tree, trees from reduced sampling are better estimates of phylogeny than are trees with greater sampling. In these cases the predictive equation would give a conservative estimate of number of steps to the true tree.

The third possibility is that the best tree is completely different from the complete tree and from the subsampled trees; that is, the reduced trees and the complete tree are more similar to each other than either is to the true tree. In this case, the predictive equation will give an underestimate of $s$ and, potentially, a false sense of security. Although this situation is certainly undesirable, its possibility may not be too damaging to the utility of the equation. Under positively misleading conditions such as these, correcting for incomplete taxonomic sampling is probably of limited concern, as the optimal and “corrected” estimates will result in differently resolved trees but perhaps approximately equally bad estimates of phylogeny. Applying the equation provides no advantages, but the potential costs are trivial.

Thus it appears that the predictive equation for $s$ gives either a conservative or an unbiased estimate of the number of steps to the true tree, if the true tree is obtainable from that data set.

As with the significance results for the multiple regression, an additional factor to consider in evaluating the utility of the predictive regression equation is the restricted population of matrices from which it is based—those that include all or all except one known members of the clade sampled and produce a single optimal tree. However, extrapolation of these results to other types of matrices is possible because relaxation of these criteria has predictable effects. The factors that affect the preceding equation are related to the number of trees potentially compared (see earlier discussion). Because the “completeness” of the clade sampled has nothing to do with the number of trees compared (beyond $T$ and $t$, which are already taken into account by the equation), there is no reason to expect that relaxation of this criterion will bias the equation; that is, setting $T$ at a specific number should get the same results regardless of whether $T$ is the total number of taxa in the clade or some other number of taxa. Thus, $T$ in the predictive equation can be thought of as the number of taxa potentially sampled or, as discussed earlier, the number needed to increase accuracy rather than as necessarily some absolute number of taxa in the clade.

Relaxation of the requirement of a single most parsimonious tree also has predictable effects that are related to the number of possible trees. With more than one most parsimonious tree, the proportion of potential “wrong” matches is reduced because more than one tree is acceptable as a match. The practical effect of multiple most parsimonious trees is a decrease in actual $s$ due to the greater number of times $s$ will be 0 (or near 0), and a concomitant overestimate of $s$ by the predictive equation. The magnitude of this effect is dependent at least on the number of most parsimonious trees or, more generally, on the distribution of tree lengths. A greater number of optimal or near-optimal trees leads to more $s$ values approaching zero and a lower $s$ than would be predicted by the equation. As the number of optimal trees decreases (causing the proportion of trees with low $s$ values to decrease), actual $s$ should approach the value of $s$ predicted by the equation. In sum, if this equation is applied to situations with greater than one optimal tree, it should give conservative estimates of $s$.

Additional Conclusions and Future Directions

Taxonomic sampling appears not to be a problem for many data sets in the range sampled here; the complete tree is on average within 0.52 steps of the obtained tree, and several small data sets are completely resistant to taxonomic sampling (Table 1). I take this result as an encouraging indication that taxonomic sampling is not causing large errors in phylogeny reconstruction in small clades. The size of
the clade from which taxa have been sampled can provide a useful guideline for assessing the probable effects of taxonomic sampling (Table 2, Fig. 3), and the predictive regression equation gives quantitative values of sampling effects for clades of up to 20 taxa (Table 3). However, a strongly supported tree is no guarantee of resistance to taxonomic sampling (Table 2), and the effects of taxonomic sampling on larger data sets (>20 taxa) remain to be determined.

The regression line of Figure 3 is not likely to be useful for much larger numbers of taxa for two main reasons. First, there may be an upper limit to \( s \) dependent on the number of taxa and informative characters involved (as well as other factors). It is possible that wider sampling of data sets will produce an exponential curve that levels off with greater numbers of taxa, and that number of informative characters will turn out to be an important variable. Second, because \( s \) increases exponentially, it is impossible that the equation could describe this relationship for much larger numbers of taxa (e.g., with 100 taxa, \( s \) values around 1 million are returned). Figure 3, which indicates greater scatter in the data as \( T \) increases, may suggest that the limits of this equation may be reached relatively close to 20 taxa. Greater sampling of data sets is needed to assess the limits of this equation, the significance of other variables outside of the sampled ranges, and the patterns for greater numbers of taxa. Wider sampling would come most efficiently not from more real data sets but rather from simulations. Simulation studies are currently underway testing the effect of taxonomic sampling on tree length, in the hope that the predictive regression equation of this paper can be derived for greater numbers of taxa and, more importantly, relative to a true tree rather than to a completely sampled tree. Alternatively, it may be found that, in general, increasing taxonomic sampling does not help accuracy at all (Kim, 1996).

This paper has assessed the average effects of taxonomic sampling, without regard for where in the tree those taxa are placed. The results of this study should be most pertinent when taxa have been subsampled from a clade for which little or nothing is known of the phylogeny. In these cases, information on strategic sampling—where in the tree to add taxa (e.g., Felsenstein, 1978; Hendy and Penny, 1989; Huelsenbeck, 1991)—is less helpful than information on the average effects of taxonomic sampling because the placement of taxa cannot be estimated a priori. The investigation of such general trends and the effects of particular placements of taxa are both fruitful areas for future research.
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